
Amy Jayne Bowler: “I offer laser 
hair removal, laser tattoo removal 
and skin rejuvenation in a lovely 
little clinic in Rainham Kent. My 
experience of running my own 
business has been challenging 
yet so rewarding and the fact I am 
able to change people’s lives and 
give people back their confidence 
makes it all worthwhile. My 
clients are always at the heart of 
my business and from the start 
I wanted to offer a comfortable 
yet professional environment. I’ve 
won several awards since being 
a laser specialist, the latest one 
being a gold award for aesthetics 
practitioner of the year award 
by the Kent Hair and Beauty 
Awards.”.

What was it that inspired Amy Jayne 
Aesthetics Ltd?

My son inspired me to open up my clinic. I took 
redundancy whilst on maternity leave and I used all 
of my redundancy to invest in my business. I wanted 
to start something where I could be flexible but still 
earn an income.

What Lynton equipment do you use 
at your clinic?

I currently have the Lynton LUMINA
®

 Q-Switch 
machine alongside a Cryo Cooler. Having a Lynton 
LUMINA

®

 machine means that I am confident in the 
services that I provide knowing that my clients will be 
happy with the final results. 

And are you happy with the clinical 
results you see? 

Absolutely, the results, reviews and 
recommendations speak for themselves. You totally 
get what you pay for! On average, people decide 
to book another body part once they see the results 
after just 3 sessions.

Why did you choose Lynton as your 
aesthetic technology supplier? 

I researched for 6 months before deciding which 
machine to invest in. I spent time in a clinic in 
Toddington and I loved their machine, their results 
and also their feedback on Lynton as an organisation 
and the customer service. Lynton as a company have 
offered constant support since starting my business 
and pride themselves in customer service, as do I.

What advice would you give to a 
clinic considering laser or IPL? 

I have actually helped 2 other clinics set 
up their business, they also use Lynton 
machines. It’s an amazing industry to be a 
part of. People are constantly wanting 
treatments and once they see results it 
becomes addictive too! I absolutely love 
what I do which is ultimately helped by
having one of the best machines out there.
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Amy Bowler - Clinic Director


